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ONE PLAY I USED TO ENJOY TEACHING
was T.S. Eliot’s “Murder in the Cathedral,” based on the murder of
Archbishop Thomas Beckett in Canterbury Cathedral in 1170. The play
abounds with moral and ethical
questions, made more complex and poignant because it was written at the time
of the rise of the Nazi regime in Europe.
And in the play is a Chorus, a group of
regular women of Canterbury, observers and commentators. One phrase they
speak stands out, “Humankind cannot
bear very much reality.” They so wish to
escape the rawness of what is happening around them (feel familiar?). But
they have nowhere to hide. They must
participate, because they are there.
It has taken me a while to write this
editorial. Not that there isn’t a lot to say,
but because just about every day over
the last two to three months something
has changed that impacts us, the Andrews University extended community.
A pandemic, a country that is stunned
again and again by the realities of racial
intolerance and then the looting and violence which deepen the hurt to many
communities. And all of this hurts our
community, too. The realities are truly
almost too much to bear.
But then we claim we are here to
make World Changers for this changing world. So what do we do?
Here are just a few suggestions.
First, I believe we have to embrace
the concept that education (and
particularly Seventh-day Adventist
education) is not an end in itself. Education broadens our understanding,
makes us question our preconceptions and biases and enables us to
be solution-oriented in a world that
is looking for new possibilities. That
means we are intrinsically about
creating possibilities for our students
and communities.

Second, we need to recognize as
a faith community that the actions
demanded of us by our faith commitment need to be far more important to
us than any political allegiance. Right
is right. Wrong is wrong. We cannot
prevaricate over the expectations of a
God who unbelievably loves me as well
as you! That means we must speak out
and act in support of what is right in
God’s kingdom.
Third, in a world where there is so
little safety and so much fear, we nurture
change makers when we create an
environment of hope, possibility and
understanding. An Andrews education
must be much more than knowledge or
being correct. We can have all knowledge and still be a clashing cymbal.
Our calling is to model a way of being,
of living, of knowing, that visibly and
intentionally focuses on a future that is
imbued with faith, hope and love.
It would be so easy to feel overwhelmed in the summer of 2020. To let
discouragement, uncertainty, hopelessness lead to passivity and inaction. But
that is not why Andrews University and
its extended community are here.
World Changers for a changing world.
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